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Not withstanding the sea of mud in Minas, 
the Paris attacks and the blowing down of 
the Lagoa Christmas tree in November, 
our community has successfully celebrated 
both Remembrance Day and Thanksgiving 
Day. December looks like being a very 
festive month this year, just as in past years, 
particularly on the weekends.

On three successive weekends, there are 
back-to-back events at the Jubilee Hall 
and Christ Church. We start with the 
WDA Bazaar on Saturday December 5, 
where (starting 2pm) you can acquire all 
the seasonal goodies you’ve waited for 
all year long. The very next day, Sunday 
December 6, there are two separate 
musical events in Christ Church. Around 
11.30 am, Rev. Canon David Greenwood, 
interim Christ Church Chaplain and 
organist par excellence, will perform 
classical pieces on the church organ. 
Later that same day, starting 8 pm, the 

annual SCM Christmas concert will 
present music from 4 previous centuries, 
all celebrating the birth of Jesus. No 
reservations needed, just show up and 
enjoy.

The following weekend likewise promises 
more celebrations, both with music. 
Saturday December 12 features the BCS 
Christmas Lunch at the Jubilee Hall, 
starting 1 pm. Comestible and potable good 
cheer will be available for a modicum, with 
musical accompaniment and the singing 
of traditional carols. The next day, Sunday 
December 13, Christ Church will host 
the SCM Sing-Along Messiah beginning 
8 pm, where all are invited to join in – 
Hallelujah! One Sunday later, December 
20, the Christ Church Carol Service will 
take place, starting 6 pm.

Both Christmas Eve and New Year’s Eve are 
holidays in Rio, and they fall on Thursday 

this year, meaning it’s a nice long holiday 
weekend for everyone. We’ve had plenty of 
those in the second semester of 2015, but 
don’t get your hopes up for 2016, where a 
quick glimpse at our calendar will show 
lots of official holidays on Wednesdays and 
Sundays—bummer! 

At the end of 2015, Team Umbrella — 
Quondam, Tunc, Nunquam et Semper — 
wish to thank all who have contributed 
articles and pictures and letters and 
thoughts and suggestions and good 
wishes. We also thank all of you who 
continue to read us online and offline 
and tell your friends about us. We have 
striven this year towards a “more perfect” 
Umbrella, and we hope you feel that we 
have succeeded. 

Our collective goal for 2016 is to strive and 
to thrive. Any who wish to join us under 
The Umbrella are more than welcome.
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FROM THE CHAPLAIN

Why is Christmas Day on December 25th?
MICHAEL ROYSTER

I am sometimes asked why is Christmas Day always on 
December 25 while Easter Day moves over a six week period 
between the end of March and the end of April.

To answer the Easter question first: the first Easter occurred 
while the Jews were celebrating the Passover festival. The 
date of this did, and still does, depend on the appearance of 
a certain full moon. Consequently the date can change.

The origin of Christmas Day is more interesting. The early 
Christians lived in the Roman Empire, which tolerated 
all sorts of religions provided that their members obeyed 
the Emperor. Not all Christians did, and that brought 
them trouble – but that is a different story. To return to 
Christmas day, the early Christians decided that they 
would like to have a day to celebrate the birth of Christ. 
However the Roman Empire was not going to grant the 
Christians the privilege of a special ‘day-off ’. So they 
looked around for a suitable festival which they could use 
for their own purposes. And they chose December 25, the 
festival of the Unconquered Sun. The background behind 
this festival is interesting. In the northern hemisphere 
December 21 is the shortest day, in terms of sunlight. The 
Romans had noted that the hours of daylight were getting 
shorter during autumn. It appeared that darkness was 
overcoming daylight. However they had calculated that 
by December 25 the days were getting longer again. The 
darkness had not overcome the daylight, the sun appeared 

to be coming back, so they named that day as the festival of 
the Unconquered Sun. 

At first December 25 marked the birth of Jesus and the visit 
of the shepherds: and Jan 6, the festival of the Epiphany 
marked the visit of the Wise Men. Officially this still applies 
in the calendar of Western European Christianity, and 
in other countries, such as Brazil, to which the faith and 
its traditions were brought. However in many places the 
habit of attaching the story of the Wise Men to the end of 
the Christmas story has effectively made it one festival, on 
December 25.

In Eastern European Christianity the festival of the Epiphany 
has tended to more important than Christmas. And there 
are some countries in Europe, and in Latin America where 
the day is a special one. In Mexico, for example, El Día de 
Los Reyes is a great festival. In South America it is a holiday 
in Colombia, Uruguay and Venezuela.

Within Brazil, particularly in towns in the interior of Minas 
Gerais, where it is a state holiday, there are celebrations with 
parades on January 6, called the “Folia de Reis”. Closer to 
home, in the state of Rio, the town of Vassouras, in the Vale 
do Paraíba, still celebrates Folia de Reis.

Wherever we are, it is good to remember that Jesus is the 
reason for the season.

REV. DAVID GREENWOOD
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and more...

Once again the raffle was generously 
supported with prizes from some 
of Rio’s finest venues, some special 
Olympic and Paralympic prizes, super 
hampers and plenty more.   Margo 
Black won the  ‘star’ prize, a signed 
rowing suit donated by serving British 
Army officer and current Olympic, 

World and European rower Heather 
Stanning, and also signed by her 
partner Helen Glover. Other notable 
winners were Steve Rimmer, who has 
a queue of lucky ladies to take to lunch 
at Pérgula and Rio 2016’s Fran Lusack, 
who worked the Paralympics GB at the 
Vancouver Winter Games and won the 
Paralympics GB London 2012 athlete 
jacket to add to her kit collection. 

The wonderful Santiago Jazz Band 
rounded off the evening with 
renditions of old and new jazz classics 
that drew energetic crowds onto the 
dance floor.

Happily, the event raised over R$20,000 
for the RBL These funds raised will 
go towards the welfare work that Rio 
Branch does with former serving 
officers and their families here in 
Rio. But, most importantly, the Ball 
ensured that Rio de Janeiro Branch 
is remembering, honouring and 
celebrating the lives of our soldiers. 

THE BRITISH SCHOOL 
PTA (TBS)
Celebrating being 
International!
The British School PTA threw open 
the doors to citizenship of the world 
at the November International Fair. 
Argentina, Australia, Brazil, Canada, 
China, Colombia, Cuba, Costa Rica, 

France, Germany, Great Britain, 
Greece, Hungary, India, Italy, Japan, 
Korea, New Zealand, Portugal, Spain, 
The Netherlands, Trinidad, USA and 
Venezuela were all present. Several 
dozen talented parents prepared 
typical food and games from around 
the world.  There were musical 
presentations from the four corners, 
and loads of talent on display. Al the 
money raised will help Street Child 
United, and all the fun had will 
live long in the minds of those who 
attended. 

Bianca Mattal and Nick Fletcher Karen Dunn, Commander Andrew Munns RN 
and Alison Munns

Marcio and Viviane Azevedo

Richard Wilson, with Carmen and Melchisedech 
de Carvalho

BRITISH & 
COMMONWEALTH 
SOCIETY (BCS)

We wish you a …
“Stir Up Sunday” may be behind us, 
but there’s plenty a-stirring at the 
BCS in preparation for the Society’s 
Very British, Very Traditional 
Christmas Lunch. Anna Whyte and 
her talented team are planning a 
spectacular afternoon of great food, 
quality seasonal entertainment and 
loads of fun for all the family. The 
usual splendid raffle will see to it that 
many present will have something 
extra special to put under their 
tree this year. This all happens on 
Saturday, December 12, starting at 1 
pm. Make sure they save a place for 
you and yours, by calling Mônica on 
2537-6695 or, better still, dropping 
her a line at assistente@bcsrio.org.
br. Prices are R$75 per person for 
BCS Members, and R$100 for non-
Members, and include a Christmas 
dinner in grand traditional style, all 
beverages and the show. Good news 
for the over 80s and the under 8s: you 
get all this for free! 

… Merry Christmas!

SOCIEDADE DE CULTURA 
MUSICAL (SCM)
The SCM Christmas Concert this 
year, named “Concerto Pastoral”, 
to be performed by the SCM choir, 
accompanied by organ and orchestra, is 
a medley of ancient and modern songs 
celebrating the birth of Jesus. The venue 
is as usual Christ Church, Botafogo, 
and the date SUNDAY DECEMBER 
6, starting at 8pm. The choir sings in 
Spanish, Latin, French and English, and 
the music is provided by Inês Rufino on 
the organ, and David Chew’s Rio Strings.  

The performance starts with the Pastoral 
Concert by German composer Johann 
Christoph Pez (1664-1716), played by 
the Rio Strings Orchestra. The choir then 
sings two songs from “Opera Omnia v.I”  
by Francisco Guerrero (1528-1599): 
“Hombres, victoria!” and “Mi fe, vengo 
de Belén”. “Magnum Mysterium” is a 
motet about the manger, by Tomás Luiz 
de Victoria (1548-1611), followed by “Be 
not afraid, dear Shepherds” by German 
composer and organist Andreas 
Hammerschmidt (1611-1675). “Pastores 
loquebantur” is an example of the simple 
but festive style of Frantisek Xaver Brixi  
(1732-1771), and  “Run, ye Shepherds, to 
the Light” is a cantata by Johann Michael 
Haydn (1737-1806), while  “Cantate de 
Noël” (1935)  by Jean Binet (1893-1963) 
with words by N.Soutter, is calm and 
contemplative.

The concert ends with “In dulci jubilo”, 
a 14th century song known the world 
over. The choir sings the version by 
Bartholomaeus Gesius, 1601, and the 
audience are invited to join in – the 
score is in the programme. 

The MESSIAH SING-ALONG will 
take place the following Sunday, 
DECEMBER 13, also starting at 8pm, 
and also with the orchestra, so come 
along and sing the wonderful choruses 
with the massed choirs.  

A Merry Christmas to all, .................
Ruy Wanderley

THE ROYAL BRITISH 
LEGION (RBL)
2015 Poppy Ball
The Ball bounced back!

On Friday 6th November, 230 guests 
attended the Royal British Legion’s 
2015 Poppy Ball, in the presence of 
Guest of Honour Alex Ellis, H.M’s 
Ambassador to Brazil and with 
Rev. David Greenwood of Christ 
Church in attendance. The Belmond 
Copacabana Palace Hotel provided a 
magical setting for an evening of fun 
and remembrance as guests enjoyed 
old-school glitz and glamour with a 
champagne reception, whilst Andy 
Casterton tinkled the Steinway ivories.

Trumpeter Alison Corrêa do Lago 
announced dinner in the Golden 
Room and continued to entertain 
guests with her repertoire. As always 
the food and service provided by the 
hotel were exquisite and we would like 
to thank the team once again for their 
support with the whole evening.

After the speeches and the traditional 
loyal toasts, Adam Conlon, a former 
front line solider turned motivational 
speaker and comedian took the stage. 
Adam brought the realities of war 
alive while maintaining a light-hearted 
approach to his stories, of everything 
from action in Afghanistan to meeting 
the Queen. 

4corners
and more...

Christ Church
Christ Church, Rio de Janeiro

cordially invites you to an
Organ Recital

The Revd Canon David Greenwood
6 December, 2015  -  11:30 am

P R O G R A M M E :

Handel - The arrival of the Queen of Sheba
Bach - Prelude and Fugue in F major

Bach - Jesu, joy of man’s desiring
Wesley - Two pieces for organ

Franck - Grand Choeur
Ireland - Villanella

Sullivan - The lost chord

Tanya and Mark Harris

mailto:assistente@bcsrio.org.br
mailto:assistente@bcsrio.org.br
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Japeri Fundraiser
Umbrella readers will remember the 
interview we did with BCS Member 
Vicky Whyte, president of the 
Associação de Golfe Público Japeri 
in our August issue. Vicky explained 
how underprivileged youth in a far-
flung suburb of Rio is being cared 
for and nurtured for a better future 
through the game of golf. We learned 
that the children are coached not 
only in golf, but in life as well. 

BCS Chair Philip Carruthers went 
on the record to say: “Japeri is one 
of the most deprived areas in Rio 
de Janeiro and we should do our 
utmost to support this project. Some 
of the young people in this project 
are amongst the best young players 
in Brasil. This is a life changing 
situation for many of the children in 
the programme.” 

Mid November saw a fund 
raising spectacular, organised by 
Anna Whyte, Maria Francisca de 
Orleans e Bragança and Michael 
Whyte, at Gávea Golf Club. It 
was a storybook evening at which 
180 generous people showed 
their support for the Project. The 
result? A staggering R$85,000 was 
raised. 

Hats off to all involved! Arminio Fraga, Michael Whyte

William and Edward ByersVivi Nabuco

Michael Whyte, Patricia Bragança, Maria Antônia de Orleans e Bragança Moreira, Ricardo Amaral, 
Eudes de Orleans e Bragança, Eudes de Orleans e Bragança Filho

Bernardo and Ana Klabin

Have you moved? Have you a new e-mail? 
Please keep the BCS posted: Email - bcsrio@bcsrio.org.br

Down with Calendar Clashes!
If YOU are planning an event in 2016, do consult the 

Community Calendar before setting the date. 

Rio Here, There & Everywhere

		

WDA Christmas Bazaar  
If	you	have	not	already	done	so	then	please	make	a	note	in	your	

agenda	that	the	WDA Christmas Bazaar will	be	on		
Saturday,	5th	December	in	the	Jubilee	Hall,		

	
	

Rua Real Grandeza 99, Botafogo,  
starting at 2 p.m.  

Parking will be available.  
 
 

Come	along	and	buy	your	Christmas	cakes	and	
puddings,	mince	pies	and	Christmas	crackers.	

Marmalades,	pickles,	chutneys	and	handmade	gi=s	will	
also	be	on	sale. Amongst	other	a?rac@ons,	there	will	

be	our	Giant	Raffle,	Swiss	Lo?ery		
and	a	White	Elephant	stall.	

		
Homemade	refreshments,		

beer	and	so=	drinks	will	be	available.		
    Come	and	support	our	annual	event.		

All	the	proceeds	go	to	CHARITY! 
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A weekly celebration of the Holy Eucharist meets in the street, in front of Magazine Leader on 
Rua Uruguaiana, with the homeless community on Saturday evenings from 6 to 7 pm. The mass is 
followed by the distribution of a simple lanche to the women, children and men who live in the 
street. 
Please come worship with us. All are welcome. See you in the street!

Bishop Celso

IGREJA NA RUA 
Saturdays 6 to 7 pm

Rua Uruguaiana

Jimmy Story is the Consul General at the U.S. Consulate 
General in Rio de Janeiro. He arrived in Rio on June 25 
from Washington DC where he served as Director of the 
International Narcotics and Law Enforcement (INL) Western 
Hemisphere program. 

A career Foreign Service Officer, Jimmy has served in Brasília 
as the Regional Environmental Affairs Director for South 
American and in São Paulo as Political-Economic Chief and 
Deputy Principal Officer. Other prior foreign assignments 
include postings to Colombia, Mozambique and Mexico.

Jimmy (and Susan) grew up in the small town of Moncks 
Corner SC and graduated with a B.A./B.Sc from the University 
of South Carolina; he has a M.Sc. in Foreign Service from 
Georgetown. They have one son, James McKelvey “Mac” Story, 
now at the American School.

The Editors managed to pry the couple away from their 
workdays for an hour or so chat, and offer this condensed 
version of their conversation.]

Eds: Why “Jimmy?” 

Susan: Well, he has always been Jimmy so why would he 
change now to James? 

Eds: You both grew up in Moncks Corner, were you high 
school sweethearts? 

Susan: No, we were always good friends.

Jimmy: Well, I had a crush on her for years but we only 
began to date after college.  I was a bit like an African wild 
dog and chased her until she tired out.

Eds: Why Rio? 

Jimmy: I’d worked in Brasília and São Paulo before and we 
both fell in love with Brazil.  

Susan: We have numerous really good Brazilian friends and 
getting the chance to come back to this country and live in 
the Cidade Maravilhosa was truly a dream come true for us. 

Eds: What was your first assignment here as CG?

Jimmy: It was to preside over the annual US Independence 
Day party, which was actually held on June 30th, at the 
American School campus in Gávea, and to introduce Susan 
and myself to lots of Cariocas.  We focused on making it 
a more traditional gathering and I think people really 
enjoyed the Harley Davidson parade and the cook-out type 
atmosphere.  Our sponsors for this event were incredible.

Eds: So, now that you’ve settled in, what do you spend your 
time doing? Dare we hazard a guess much is connected with 
the 2016 Olympic Games?

Jimmy: The Olympics certainly are becoming a greater 
focus of our time here in Brazil, but we are also focused 
on improving our commercial ties with Brazil and 
increasing bilateral trade, especially in the oil and gas 
and technology sectors; expanding our people to people 

exchanges and cultural programs as well as supporting 
visa services to nearly a thousand visa applicants a day; 
deepening our defense cooperation with Brazil (for 
example the George Washington was recently here), and 
working together on issues of global importance such 
as Climate Change.  As Consul General, my biggest 
challenge, and where I have the most fun, is supporting 
the excellent work of the nearly 300 people who work at 
the US Consulate General.

Eds: Is most of that growth related to visas for travel to the 
US? 

Jimmy: It is indeed. The State Department recognized 
the need for more staff here as visa applications grew 
tremendously and there were longer waiting periods than 
we wanted. We also opened up a new visa processing center 
in Humaitá. So now the usual wait time at the Consulate is 
down to 20 minutes. 

Eds: Should we expect a big inflow of US dignitaries for the 
Olympics?

Jimmy: We’re planning for a large contingent of athletes, 
their families, and the fans and we are certain to have a 
number of dignitaries as well.  As the recent, unfortunate 
events in Paris underscore, security will be a major focus 
area for us before, during, and after the Games.  We were 
already working with the local, state, and federal authorities 
on security issues and I’m certain we will be increasing that 
cooperation.

Eds: So, what else do you find important here?

Susan: Jimmy and I both love the rhythm of Rio and of 
course its natural beauty.  The people are also terrific and 
we’ve made a number of excellent friends in our short time 
here. There really is so much to do that we keep ourselves 
very busy. 

Jimmy: I love American sports and I’ve seen the recent 
great growth in interest in America’s two premier sports: 
baseballl and football. Did you know there are 3 Brazilians 
now in MLB and that Brazil is the fastest growing market 
for NFL television packages? At the Consulate, we’re 
cooperating with MLB to find some dedicated space for 
a baseball field, and I’m hopeful that the recent visits by 
NFL executives means will have an NFL game of some type 
down here soon.

Eds: What about yourself—do you do sports?

Jimmy: Susan and I both love tennis, hiking and being 
outdoors at the beach.  Rio is the perfect place for all of these 
activities.  Unfortunately I recently needed to have surgery 
on my shoulder and I’m hopeful to get back into playing 
baseball on the field in Lagoa, softball at the American 
school, and maybe try to pick up this new urban sport—
Street Golf.

Eds: Street Golf? What’s that?

Jimmy: Just what it sounds like, you form teams and hit 
modified golfballs around city streets at targets.  Jonathan 
Dunn (the UK CG) and I are conspiring on a Ryder Cup type 
contest between the  Yanks and Brits.  We’ll see who wins.  

Maybe your readers can suggest a name for the trophy?

Eds: Anything else you can tell us about what you’re planning 
to do in your three years here?

Susan: We love being active members of this community 
and having the opportunities which Rio offers.  Both Jimmy 
and I love Cidade das Artes, all of the visiting artists and 
sports figures, and exploring more of the beaches in this 
area.

Jimmy: We are planning a road trip up to Bahia for early 
next year and we are excited about hitting spots such as 
Trancoso, maybe doing some deep sea fishing out of Vitoria, 
and visiting our old friends at the Projecto Tamar project 
in Praia do Forte.  I guess if I have to talk about work, I’d 
let you in on the fact that we are very actively engaged in 
finding a new location for our Consulate in Rio. We’ve really 
outgrown the current space and we’re looking for someplace 
that fits in well with the new Rio downtown plans. No details 
yet, but we’re definitely getting close.

Eds: Wow! The Umbrella’s First Ever Scoop! Thanks for 
this! 

Jimmy: My pleasure.

Interview with Jimmy and Susan Story 

Interview

Interview

Right to left: US Consul General Jimmy Story and wife Susan; 
US Ambassador Liliana Ayalde and her husband Luis Narvaez.
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Are you a Facebooker?
Would you like to help manage the BCS Facebook?
Drop us a line at assistente@bcsrio.com.br. 
Or you can always post a message!

If you want to drink, 
that’s your business.

If you want to stop, that’s ours.

Contact  Alcoholics Anonymous 
aario.org - Richard (21) 99867 8377

DEADLINE 
Please note that the deadline for the 
January 2016 edition is exceptionally 

early: Monday, December 14. 

St Andrew Society

The 6th South American Pipe 
Band Gathering    
part 1

 I was honoured to be invited by Pipe 
Major Cristiano Bicudo to act as 
Master of Ceremonies at the 6th South 
American Pipe Band Gathering held 
at SESC park in São Paulo in October. 
I knew there were some pipe bands 
in Argentina and Uruguay, but I had 
never seen them before. I also knew 
that Cristiano had been busy over the 
years training pipers in São Paulo and 
Petropolis. I had no idea of the scale of 
his achievements.

We first met Cristiano when he was 
still a teenager, who had visited 
Edinburgh during a tour of Europe 
with his parents. On hearing the 
bagpipes, he had persuaded his 
father to buy a set. What, then, 
to do with them? He enrolled on 
a course at the Royal College of 
Piping in Glasgow. At that time, the 
president of the St. Andrew Society 
of Rio de Janeiro was Willie Nicoll. 
He had discovered a group of pipers 
and dancers marching in a 7th of 
September parade in Petropolis, 
dressed in home made kilts, playing 
ancient bagpipes without drones, 
which had been donated to the band 
at some time in the past. Willie 
was interested in the dancers and 
arranged sponsorship for them to 
attend a course in highland and 
country dancing at St. Andrews in 
Scotland. Enter Cristiano. He began 
training the young pipers how to 
play their pipes correctly. The St. 
Andrew Society encouraged them 
and invited them to perform at 
the annual Caledonian Ball in the 
Copacabana Palace Hotel, sponsored 
by British Airways. Cristiano 
arranged for some of the pipers from 
Petropolis to attend a piping course 
in Glasgow and by then he was 
training pipers in São Paulo as well. 
The St. Andrew Society of São Paulo 
gave them support. Fast forward 

twenty years and there are now five 
fully equipped Brazilian pipe bands. 
For the first time this year, the South 
American Pipe Band Gathering 
was hosted by Cristiano´s Brazil 
Caledonia Pipe Band, fulfilling his 
dream and a fantastic achievement. 
Eleven pipe bands performed on 
the day, including the Brazilian 
Presidential Guard Pipers and the 
Brazilian Marines Pipe Band, playing 
Scottish pipe music. Seven of the 
eleven bands competed, three from 
Argentina, three from Brazil and 
one from Chile.  The bands´ piping 
and highland dance presentations 
were  judged by Pipe Major Roddy 
McLeod, Director of the National 
Piping Centre, Glasgow: David 
Wilton, seven times World Highland 
Dance champion and Pipe Major of 
Lowland and Clyde Pipe Band: and 
Jamie Troy, Canadian Champion 
Solo Piper and Drummer.

On the Friday evening prior to the 
Gathering, these illustrious gentlemen 
gave a stunning concert for the 
participants at the Gathering. 

It´s gratifying to know that Scottish 
culture is alive and spreading in Brazil.

The Festive Season, holiday and 
Carnival will soon be upon us and the 
St. Andrew Society is already looking 
forward to 2016. Many thanks to 
the BCS and The Umbrella, Macaé 
Oilmen´s Golf Association, IRM 
Marine Services, Rig Project Solutions, 
Teresópolis Golf Club, Paissandú Club 
and everyone involved in SAS events. 

A Merry Christmas and Prosperous 
New Year to all. See you again next 
year!  

Jimmy Frew, President, St. Andrew 
Society of Rio de Janeiro

Checking the scores

Taking a breather

Pipe Majors Gibson (River Plate) and McLeod, 
Director of National Piping Centre, Jimmy Frew

The print version Umbrella magazine arrives with stamps on its 
envelope – how cute is that? Usually there are five coloured pieces 
of paper, roughly 1 inch square, depicting something informative 
or commemorative; these so attract the eye they make it impossible 
to simply throw the plastic casing away. 

A trumpet designed in 2002, three shoe menders/makers of 2005, 
plus something indiscernible, permit the magazine to arrive in our 
homes.

It is possible to get to know a country’s or city’s history by paying 
attention to the stamps governments issue along the years. The 
biggest event now being celebrated in Rio de Janeiro is its 450th 
anniversary. The Brazilian Postal Service (“Correios”) printed four 
different drawings with the smiling face numbers that represent the 
logo for the date, each by a different artist. They added hats, wigs 
and scarves with allusions to Carnival, to Copacabana sidewalk 
stones, to the city’s sand, sea and forests.

Corcovado, Sugar Loaf and the black and white waves of stone 
ornamenting our pedestrian pavement, all frequent Rio’s stamps 
constantly. However, beautiful old buildings have also been 
depicted: these include the Monroe Palace (sadly, no longer among 
us); the Lapa Aqueduct; football team Botafogo’s headquarters; 
and the Presbyterian Cathedral (built between 1920 and 1934). 
Curiously, the commemorative stamp issued in 2012 upon the 
150th anniversary of the Presbyterian Church in Brazil sported a 
hologram of the Cathedral’s stained glass window, of great interest 
to philatelists.

Brazilian samba schools and football teams are subjects of stamp 
designers, as are noted singers: Carmen Miranda is a perennial 
favourite. Raul Seixas and Cazuza were remembered in 1991 upon 
the second Rock‘n Rio event. (Unfortunately, our research could 
not find any explanation for the fact that Cazuza’s stamp was worth 
25 cruzeiros but Raul’s 185 cruzeiros!)

The Correios has a special commission in charge of defining 
the themes of the stamps to be printed, and they are open to 
suggestions. They can be about art, architecture, pop culture, 
commemorative dates, sports, fauna, flora, personalities, 

environment, tourism, in sum, practically anything. If you are 
an artist (or even if you are not) and have an inspiration about 
Rio you would like to share, go to <http://www2.correios.com.
br/selos/selos_postais/vota_selo/ > and follow the instructions 
for submission. Suggestions received by June, 1st 2016 will (if 
approved) be printed in 2017!

PS An Historical Footnote.Postage stamps were invented by a 
resourceful gentleman in England who decided to find out why so 
many letters went back to the post offices unopened. The answer 
was that the recipient had to pay for correspondence; many did 
not have the means to pay and simply refused to accept mail. 
Sir Rowland Hill proposed using prepaid stamps to the British 
government in 1839, and in 1840, the first stamps were issued. 
Does it surprise you to know that, in 1843, Brazil was the first 
country to follow England’s example? 

NAN CARIOCA

Hey, Mr Postman!
NAN HIRSCH

http://www2.correios.com.br/selos/selos_postais/vota_selo/
http://www2.correios.com.br/selos/selos_postais/vota_selo/
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Editor’s Note: In 1982 Mike Kepp 
fled flyover country to come to Rio de 
Janeiro for reasons he explains below, 
and has become a resident in both body 
and soul. Last month, he launched his 
third book of “crônicas” a Brazilian 
literary form largely unknown in the 
US, equivalent perhaps to “personal 
essays”; they’re all in Portuguese; many 
have been published by Folha de São 
Paulo newspaper.

The Quondam met Mike shortly after 
he (Mike) arrived, and we shared 
amateur stages on several occasions, 
where he was not allowed to do his 
Frank Sinatra cover. Many years later 
he produced, directed, wrote and 
starred in a one-man show musicalizing 
some crônicas, slyly sneaking Old Blue 
Eyes into his repertoire.

The Quondam asked Mike, who 
is also an occasional contributor 
to The Umbrella, if he’d like to 
emulate Norman Mailer and do an 
“Advertisements for Myself” type 
piece for us in English. Haply, he 
agreed, and we set out below samples 
of what awaits those of our readers 
who know Portuguese.

A curious complicity
Taxi drivers, among my interpreters 
of this culture, have confided to me 
about everything from their families 
and mistresses to their pasts and 
prejudices. Because of my accent, 
the conversation usually begins with: 
“where are you from?”  But my most 
unforgettable taxi ride had a different 
beginning.

I had to go to the highway police on 
the outskirts of Rio for an accident 
report required by my insurer after an 
accident caused the total loss of my 
car. But the taxi driver I hailed on the 
way to my office quoted me a round-
trip price that I found unreasonable.  
So I declined his offer.

The taxi cooperative I called at my 
office gave me a better price.  But the 
taxi driver it dispatched was the one 
whose price I had just turned down.  
Had I earlier noticed that the cab I 
hailed belonged to this co-op, I would 
have called a different co-op to avoid 
a conflict.  Our duel began as I slid 
in the back seat and he accused me 
of taking unfair advantage of him.  
I shared with him my thoughts on 
price-comparing and offered to call 

another co-op. Then he grumbled, 
the last sound made until we arrived 
at the highway police one hour later.

This police station was in a secluded 
grove far from any highway. The 
guard at the front door was your 
typical bureaucrat, except for his 
gun. “No bermudas allowed. Only 
trousers,” he said, as if programmed 
to use words sparingly. Reasoning 
with this robot didn’t work, forcing 
me to plead my case to the taxi driver, 
parked nearby.

With a dose of despair in my voice 
and a sheepish grin, I offered him the 
fare he originally wanted if I could 
briefly borrow his navy blue slacks.  
This Brazilian was not the “good 
Samaritan” type and I was definitely 
not one of his favorite people. But the 
dress code annoyed him more than I 
did, especially as he watched a girl in 
a mini-skirt walk right past the guard.  
So he accepted my offer.  The strange 
alliances needed to get around 
Brazilian bureaucracy probably 
explain the origin of the expressions: 
“dar um jeito” (to find a way around) 
“quebrar um galho” (to offer help) e 
“jogo de cintura” (being malleable).

In a nearby bathroom, his pants 
(size: small) fit me (size: large) like a 
straightjacket. Even worse, the zipper 
wouldn’t close. That and my habit 
of not wearing underwear – an item 
whose function I question – left me 
completely exposed. However, my 
shirt covered what was in plain sight. 
The taxi driver, embarrassed by my 
underwear-free sensibility, refused to 
wear – or even touch – my bermudas: 
I guess complicity has its limits.  He 
preferred to await my return in his 
silk boxer shorts underwear, with 
prints of sumptuous women in 
suggestive poses. No wonder he asked 
me to hurry back.

The guard’s eyebrows bent into 
circumflexes as I waddled past him to 
avoid bursting a seam. After getting 
the accident bulletin, I returned to 
the bathroom and squeezed out of his 
pants as the taxi driver shook his head 
as if to say they would never again be 
the same.  

The trip back to Rio began with 
“where are you from?” He asked 
what I thought of Bush and I asked 
about his job, which he said was as 
unpredictable as his passengers. “It’s 
always a surprise when someone sits 

up front,” he said.  “Yeah, or when 
someone offers you money to take off 
your pants,” I wanted to say.  

But I resisted the temptation. 

The CIA and me
During my 25 years here, some 
Brazilians have reacted to my 
nationality (American) by asking 
if I work for the CIA. I answer this 
playful provocation by saying: “That’s 
classified information!” or “No, but 
I used to work for C&A.’” (a top 
department store chain). 

The provocation doesn’t offend me 
because I empathize with the anti-
Americanism that it expresses.  After 
all, the CIA helped overthrow many 
elected leaders, from Brazil’ João 
Goulart to Chile’s Salvador Allende, 
and distorted data that Bush used to 
justify invading Iraq. Brazilians break 
the conversional ice with banalities 
before asking me the CIA question.   
Why? For the same reason that they 
don’t ask a stranger his profession, 
something more personal until they 
know him a little.

Nowadays, I’m prepared for men 
who want to voice their anti-
Americanism. Last month, at a party, 
an acquaintance who loves to put me 
on the spot told a group of guests 
that my calling myself a foreign 
correspondent was a cover for what I 
really was--a secret agent. As all eyes 
turned towards me, I said: “That’s 

ridiculous. I’ve been a journalist for 
many years.”  “Since when?” one guest 
asked.   “Ever since I stopped working 
for the CIA” I said.   

Feet in two countries
Having spent the first half of my 65 
years in the United States and the last 
half in Brazil, a culture into which I 
have only partially assimilated, my 
feet remain rooted in both countries.

When I tell Brazilians that I’ve lived 
in Rio de Janeiro for nearly 32 years, 
21 of them happily married to a 
Piauiense with two children, they 
react with surprise, followed by “Ah, 
então você já é Brasileiro.” Brazilians 
are so inclusive, perhaps more than 
any other people, that it’s easy for a 
foreigner to feel at home here.

Even so, I am not and have never 
wanted to be Brazilian. I am, like 
most foreigners here, a cultural 
hybrid.   After all, when you adopt 
another country as your home, you 
can reinvent yourself. So why not 
borrow the best that both cultures 
have to offer?

Some of my assimilation came almost 
effortlessly. And as soon as I arrived 
in Rio, I traded in my tennis shoes 
and ankle length white socks for flip-
flops or sandals and stopped tucking 
my shirt inside my pants. After living 
here for a few years, I began to dream 
in Portuguese, even if in those dreams 
I had an accent.

The nationwide fanaticism for soccer 
quickly became rooted in me. Few 
fans get as delighted as I do when the 
Argentina “Seleção” loses. And when 
it loses to OUR “Seleção,” I become 
hysterically happy. What could be 
more Brazilian?

Little by little, the Brazilian part of me 
also absorbed some of the generous 
nature of its people. Someone stops 
with a flat tire on the road and people 
immediately appear from everywhere, 
wanting to help without asking for 
anything. So, now, “quebrar um galho” 
or “dar um jeito” to help someone out 
has become a pleasure for me. 

My “anti-ianqui” feelings have also 
increased since I came to Brazil, where 
it’s easy to feel American prepotency 
— cultural, economic, political —
once you’re in a country suffocated 
by it. But despite that, when I saw 
9/11 happen, I wept. After all, it was 
my country and my countrymen who 
were in flames.

In Brazil, some of my American 
habits were too hard to kick, which 
is why the Yankee in me still curses 
and counts money in English. And, 
I read the “New York Times” daily, 
a habit that started when I lived in 
Manhattan, and resumed in 1996 
when the paper went on line.

A few “carioquices”—driving like a 
madman, arriving as late as possible 
on dates and becoming expert at false 
invitations like “drop by my place 
sometime” were only fleeting. My 
American side is just too direct to 
rebut an accusation, true or false, by 
saying “what?” or pretending I was at 
fault for not showing up.

I like the hybrid I’ve become. If I 
decided to Brazilianize myself even 
more, I’d only add a few cosmetic 
details, such as working on my accent 
and reproducing certain typical 
gestures like holding your earlobe 
to compliment a tasty dish. But I 
really think that would be more of an 
imitation than an assimilation.

I flew down to Rio because that’s where 
all the fugitives in Hollywood films flee, 
and because Tom Jobim, Jorge Amado 
and the scenes of Carnaval revelers in 
the film “Black Orpheus” promised a 
homeland with more swing, generosity 
and “joie de vivre” than the puritan in 
me could imagine.

I occasionally visit my second family: 
my mom in St. Louis, my sister in San 
Francisco and friends in New York.   
But I never think of moving back to 
my first home country.

After living here for (the best) half 
my life, my heart is too Brazilian to 
survive such an alienating relocation. 
And even though my head resists 
some things Brazilian, it agrees with 
Jobim who said: “Viver em Nova York 
é bom, mas é uma m….; viver no Rio 
(ou no Brasil) é uma m…., mas é 
bom.” [Life in New York is great, but 

it sucks; life in Rio (or Brazil) sucks, 
but it’s great.]

A love story
I think I first fell in love with my 
future wife, Rosa, whom I had just 
met and had invited to a party in 
1992. At the party, we began to mingle 
and a Brit introduced himself. Upon 
hearing his name, I realized that this 
was the guy who had just written 
an editorial in an English language 
magazine [Ed: RioLife] insinuating 
that I was a communist.  He made 
the insinuation because I had 
recently written an editorial in the 
same paper praising Lula and calling 
Collor “a sheep in wolf ’s clothing.”   
So I said, “You’re the guy who wrote 
that I should immigrate to the Soviet 
Union?” to which he answered, in 
perfect curt, British upper-middle-
class fashion “Precisely”.   And I 
didn’t have a comeback. Nor was I 
drinking anything. But Rosa, who 
was holding a beer, was a card-
carrying PT follower and was almost 
as outraged by my recounting the 
Brit’s accusation as I was.  So I asked 
her to empty her beer on his head. 
And she did, without hesitation.  To 
his credit, the target made no attempt 
to dodge the bubble bath, which 
cascaded down his face.  I think that 
this was the exact moment when I fell 
in love with her.  So thanks in part 
to an Umbrella co-editor, we’ve been 
happily married for 23 years.   

[Editor’s postscript: Mike’s first 
essay collection was “Sonhando com 
Sotaque” (Dreaming with an accent) 
[Record, 2003]; his second was 
“Tropeços nos Trópicos” (Stumbling 
in the tropics) [Record 2011]; for his 
third, he’s ditched alliterative titles 
and called it simply “Um pé em cada 
país” (A foot in two countries) [Tomo 
Editorial 2015]. All are available in 
bookstores around Rio de Janeiro and 
his latest can be purchased online at 
<http://www.tomoeditorial.com.br> 

A Foot in Each Country

Books

Books

Mike Kepp

http://www.tomoeditorial.com.br
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EWA PROCTER

OU TUDO OU NADA

1997 saw the launch of an independent 
British film, with a low budget and no 
famous international cinema names. The 
comedy, set in a formerly prosperous 
city now going through a decline, told 
the story of six men (all of them normal 
blokes). Having lost their jobs and with no 
prospects, they decide on a very original 
way to survive: get on stage and perform a 
striptease show! 

In order to do this, they have to face their 
fears and insecurities, mainly when they 
decide to bring a new slant to the show 
when promising full nudity! This was the 
idea behind “The Full Monty”, a film that 
immediately won public recognition, and 
became a box office phenomenon.

Obviously, being just ordinary people 
these men feel very embarrassed with the 
idea of showing themselves totally nude 
for an audience. It reminds one of Bernard 
Shaw (1856-1950) in his play “Man and 
Superman” when he wrote “The more 
things a man is ashamed of, the more 
respectable he is.” 

But back to “The Full Monty”.  After the 
film proved to be such a success, Terrence 
McNally and David Yazbek turned it into 
a Broadway musical. It was first presented 
in San Diego, California as a preview in 
2000, and then on Broadway where it ran 
for two years. In 2002, it had its opening 
at London’s West End and a subsequent 
production at the New Players Theatre in 
London in 2009. 

Starting in 2003, there were different 
international stagings all over the world, 
in countries like Denmark, South Korea, 
Holland, Italy, Japan, Canada, Greece, 
Australia, Spain, Mexico, among many 
others. It has now come to Brazil under the 
direction of experienced director and actor 
Tadeu Aguiar. 

“Ou Tudo ou Nada”, in its Brazilian title 
(literally “it’s all or nothing”) is a luxury 
production with a large cast and seven 
musicians playing live under the musical 
direction of Miguel Briamonte, and text 
in Portuguese by Artur Xexéo. It is a story 
of common people overcoming their 
problems and gaining personal success, 
while trying to regain – in a very original 
way - their lost self-esteem in the midst of 
an economic crisis.

Although over fifteen years have gone 
by since the first production of “The Full 
Monty”, its theme continues very up-to-
date. Unemployment is rising all over the 
world, including Brazil; we hear daily on 
the news that there have been further cuts 
in job openings. Thus, people will try all 
sorts of different things to be able to get 
some money to pay their bills. However, 
even if you are going through a rough spot, 
I would not advise my Umbrella readers to 
perform a striptease show! 

Here a parenthesis is in order: do not think 
that the actors portraying the characters 
who decide to perform a striptease show 
for lack of any other options, are those 

handsome guys one sees on television. 
Quite the contrary! 

But all the actors are very talented, in both 
singing and dancing, and excellent in their 
acting roles. Most of them, like Mouhamed 
Harfouch (the leading man), André Dias, 
Sérgio Menezes and Cláudio Mendes have 
been acting regularly in different musicals. 
The female cast (wives, ex-wives and the 
lady pianist who rehearses the group) give 
excellent support to the main action. 

“The Full Monty” is sheer entertainment. 
The Brazilian version, entirely conceived 
here in Brazil, is a classic example of a 
universal success based on a Broadway 
musical. In Brazil, previews of “Ou Tudo 
ou Nada” were at the Teatro Popular 
Oscar Niemeyer in Niterói, before the 
play moved to the Theatro NET RIO, 
located on Rua Siqueira Campos, 143 – 
Copacabana. There is paid parking inside 
the building where the theatre is located 
via the Figueiredo de Magalhães entrance. 
There is also access for disabled people. 
The Metrô station (Siqueira Campos) is 
practically at the door. 

Performances take place from Thursday 
to Sunday: Thursdays and Fridays at 9 
pm; Saturdays at 6 pm and 9.30 pm; and 
Sundays at 7 pm. The theatre seats 614 
people, and ticket prices vary between R$ 
50 and R$ 150. 

“Ou Tudo Ou Nada” lasts for one hour and 
forty minutes. It is not advisable for young 
people under the age of ten. The run that 
started at the Theatro Net Rio on October 
10 should continue until 20 December. 
Therefore, it would be a nice Christmas 
present for fans of musical comedy!

FOOTNOTE ON DISCOUNTS: There 
has been some talk that, starting in 
December, not every senior citizen or 
student would be entitled to a fifty percent 
discount. Supposedly this discount would 
apply only for a given number of people, 
on a “first come, first serve” basis. If I 
have any solid information on this, I will 
advise you next month! However, in the 
meantime, you can always check about 
the 50% discount with the theatre box 
office (2147-8060) open every day from 
10 am to 10 pm.

(*) Ewa Procter is a writer and a theatre 
translator, and Vice-President of the Instituto 
Cultural Chiquinha Gonzaga.
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Why Terrorist Attacks?
“Why? What do they gain from attacks like in Paris?” That’s one of 
the most common reactions I have heard after the recent terrorist 
atrocities. Surely it can’t be productive to be hunted more, to be 
bombed more and to be hated even more? Yet that is exactly what 
they want. They need our hate and our attacks. They want a world 
polarized between them and us with as much hatred from us as 
possible. That’s what sends more lost and desperate people to 
join their fight. Our hatred helps to drive the wedge between us 
and to fuel their recruitment drive.

Poll after poll show how the overwhelming majority of 
Muslims are just as peace loving as the majority of other 
religions. Yet a poorly funded and biased poll by the Sun 
newspaper was recently used to create a headline suggesting 
“sympathy” by one in five Muslims for those who choose to 
fight in Syria. Cheap tricks by newspapers aren’t the only 
support the terrorists are getting; many ordinary people are 
repeating racist remarks, jokes and cartoons that suggest all 
Muslims are the same and all are dangerous. I have received 
dozens of e-mails and social media posts from ordinary, 
decent friends and acquaintances who pass on the messages 
of hate the terrorists are willing to die for. Some people 
send these because they find them funny or because they 

think they contain grains of truth. None do so as a means 
of support for the terrorist cause. Yet their naivety works 
to spread, little by little, the message of hate the terrorists 
so desperately want to hear. These messages from ordinary 
people support the aims of the terrorists.

Philip Healey

.Letter to the Editor
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Calendar
The only authentic

Thai restaurant
in Rio!

All credit cards accepted

Rua Rainha Guilhermina 95B - Leblon
Open Mondays from 7pm to Midnight

Tuesdays to Thursdays from 12pm to Midnight
Fridays and Saturdays from 12pm to 1 am

Sundays from 12 pm to 10:30 pm

e-mail: namthai@namthai.com.br
www.namthai.com.br

Reservations and delivery:
21 2259-2962

PSYCHOTHERAPY
VIVIANE RICHARDSON

CliniCal PsyChologist. ExPEriEnCE with ExPatriatEd 
and cross-cultural issues. 

lived many years overseas: canada, singapore, uK and usa. 
practice at Botafogo - rua voluntários da pária 190. 

appointment By phone +55 (21) 99966.9494 
or email vivianerichardson@gmail.com

DECEMBER

05 Sat.: WDA Christmas Bazaar

06 Sun.: Organ Recital, Christ Church, 11:30 am

06 Sun.: SCM Concert, Christ Church, 8 pm

12 Sat.: BCS Christmas Lunch, Jubilee Hall

13 Sun.: SCM Sing-along Messiah, Christ Church, 8 pm

18 Fri.: TBS Last day of Term 2

24 Thurs.: Christmas Eve

25 Fri.: Merry Christmas!

31 Thurs.: New Year’s Eve

JANUARY

01 Fri.: Happy New Year!

20 Wed.: Holiday. São Sebastião

FEBRUARY

09 Tues.: Carnival Fat Tuesday

10 Wed.: Ash Wednesday

15 Mon.: TBS first day of Term 1

20 Sat.: End of Summer Time Brazil

MARCH

24-25 TBS Easter Break

25 Fri.: Holiday. Good Friday

27 Sun.: Easter

Spread a little 
happiness!

Tell your friends
 about 

The Umbrella! 
All they need to do 

is go to 
bcsrio.org.br 

and click their 
way into a 
good read.

Professional CoaCh and PsyChotheraPist 
ARE yOU SEEKiNG BETTER RESULTS? OR WANT TO GROW iN yOUR CA-
REER? OR yOU JUST NEED TO TALK TO SOMEONE WHO CAN ACTUALLy 
HELP yOU. iF THAT’S yOU: CALL ME NOW. i HAVE OVER 10 yEARS OF 
ExPERiENCE iN HELPiNG PEOPLE AND i CAN CERTAiNLy HELP yOU. 
RAqUEL ALMEiDA – (21)99944-7827


